TOWER TYPE HB 21
The square mast sections with vertical bolts connection will allow greater free standing heights.

TOWER TYPE HP 20
The famous boxed beams – twin pins connections. Safety and performances trough pins.

CABIN
New design CAB, wider, longer, with improved visibility. Air con, easy cleaning of windows and 6" screen.

WINCHES
New generation of high power winches. New braking system, new reduction gear to grant highest performances ever seen on a flat top.
Rope weight is already included on load chart values for standard freestanding heights.
Please ask tech. Dept.

(C25), (D25) FEM 1.004 out of service wind condition

Different height and tower combinations are - please consult us

*
**Hoisting Winch 45 kW**  
Max rope on drum: 700 m

**Trolley Winch 7.5 kW**  
0 - 90 m/min

**Slewing 2 x 7.5 kW**

**Hoist Winch 45 kW**  
Max rope on drum: 700 m

**Trolley Winch 7.5 kW**  
0 - 90 m/min

**Slewing 2 x 7.5 kW**

**T7.5kW S2x7.5kW H45kW : 95kVA**